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Abstract
In many optimal design searches, the function to optimise is a simulator that is
computationally expensive. While current High Performance Computing (HPC)
methods are not able to solve such problems efficiently, parallelism can be coupled with approximate models (surrogates or meta-models) that imitate the
simulator in timely fashion to achieve better results. This combined approach
reduces the number of simulations thanks to surrogate use whereas the remaining evaluations are handled by supercomputers. While the surrogates’ ability
to limit computational times is very attractive, integrating them into the overarching optimization process can be challenging. Indeed, it is critical to address
the major trade-off between the quality (precision) and the efficiency (execution
time) of the resolution. In this article, we investigate Evolution Controls (ECs)
which are strategies that define the alternation between the simulator and the
surrogate within the optimization process. We propose a new EC based on
the prediction uncertainty obtained from Monte Carlo Dropout (MCDropout),
a technique originally dedicated to quantifying uncertainty in deep learning.
Investigations of such uncertainty-aware ECs remain uncommon in surrogateassisted evolutionary optimization. In addition, we use parallel computing in a
complementary way to address the high computational burden. Our new strategy is implemented in the context of a pioneering application to Tuberculosis
Transmission Control. The reported results show that the MCDropout-based
EC coupled with massively parallel computing outperforms strategies previously
proposed in the field of surrogate-assisted optimization.
Keywords: Surrogate-assisted Optimization, Simulation, Evolution Control,
Artificial Neural Network, Massively Parallel Computing.
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1. Introduction
Many engineering problems consist of finding optimal designs. These problems are formalized as optimization problems where the function to optimize
(fitness function) is generally a computationally expensive black-box simulator.
In [1], the real-world problem treated consists in finding the intervention plan
to purify contaminated groundwater at minimum cost. The black-box simulator takes up to 4 minutes to solve the system of nonlinear partial differential
equations representing the fluid dynamic phenomena involved. In [2], the authors attempt to optimize the aerodynamic properties of an airfoil based on
a 3D flow simulator. In [3], optimization of a factory production planning is
achieved by maximizing devices utilization while minimizing tardiness, using
a fitness function that relies on a software simulating the factory production.
In [4], simulation times of 6 hours are reported when optimizing the shape of
helicopter rotor blades to minimize vibrations.
Evolutionary Algorithms (EAs) such as Genetic Algorithms (GAs) are well
suited to address such problems based on black-box simulators, as they do not
require the design space to satisfy any property. However, EAs need a large
number of fitness function evaluations to provide high-quality results.
The main obstacle to evolutionary optimization based on a computationally
expensive black-box simulator is execution time. We aim to improve the search
quality under a limited computational time budget. Recent developments of
hybrid supercomputers emphasized by the TOP500 ranking [5], show the emergence of supercomputers exceeding 100 petaflops and with them the expectation
to tackle bigger and bigger computational tasks. The computationally expensive simulators could be parallelized to run on supercomputers. The systems
captured by expensive simulators are often ruled by differential equations that
may be solved using big matrix operations. Such tasks can be performed efficiently using parallel computing [6], including on Graphics Processing Units
(GPUs) [7]. Another approach consists in parallelizing the EA [8]. In [9] several
EAs are run in parallel on GPUs, each of them handling the exploration of a
portion of the design space.
An alternative approach to address the issue of long computational times
is the use of surrogate models [10] [11]. Surrogate models, also called metamodels or approximate models, aim to emulate an original model, making its
evaluation faster but at the cost of a coarser accuracy. During the optimisation
task, the original simulator is replaced with the surrogate at a specific frequency.
The alternation between the surrogate and the simulator is controlled by a
process called Evolution Control (EC). In this paper we propose two new ECs
based on Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs) surrogate models and MCDropout
[12], a deep learning technique producing uncertainty information about ANNs
predictions. MCDropout consists in sampling multiple ANN sub-networks to
allow the computation of the variance over multiple predictions.
The first new EC selects for simulation the candidate solutions with the
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highest uncertainty around their ANN-predicted fitness. Incorporating the uncertainty information allows to improve the surrogate accuracy on dubious regions of the design space, reducing the risk for the search to be misled. With
the second new EC, the candidate solutions are non-dominated sorted based
on uncertainty maximization and predicted fitness minimization to determine
which candidates will be simulated. Combining uncertainty and predicted fitness allows to balance surrogate improvement and search improvement.
Parallelization presents multiple advantages for surrogate-assisted simulationbased optimization. Combining several surrogates is interesting to implement
space decomposition or to combine diverse surrogate features. The underlying
computational and memory costs of an ensemble of surrogates can be borne by
a supercomputer. Another example is the use of GPUs to speed up training of
large deep learning models [13] working as surrogates. In this paper, the ECs
are conceived to treat batches of candidate solutions to enable parallel simulations. At a crossroad between deep learning, optimization and time-intensive
simulations, future hybrid exascale machines are expected to be the key component to solve big optimal design problems arising from many areas.
In this paper, we consider a real-world problem of Tuberculosis (TB) Transmission Control (TBTC). TB is one of the most lethal infectious diseases with
10 million cases of active TB recognized in 2017 in the world which resulted in
1.6 million deaths [14]. In this context, the World Health Organization (WHO)
proposed to end the global TB epidemic [15], with targets to reduce TB deaths
by 95% and to cut new cases by 90% between 2015 and 2035.
The AuTuMN simulator [16] implements a TB transmission dynamic model
and facilitates predictions of future TB epidemic trajectories across diverse scenarios. Besides, the coupling with an economic model allows to compare different control policies, which then helps decision makers in their effort to decrease
local TB burden. Indeed, under a given scenario, the simulator can be optimized to produce efficient intervention plans. This problem falls consequently
into the category of simulation-based optimal design problems.
The main contributions of this paper are the following:
• Thanks to MCDropout, we integrate the ANN prediction uncertainty into
new ECs for surrogate-assisted evolutionary optimization to tackle computationally expensive simulation-based optimization problems. The MCDropout user-dependent parameter is studied on five benchmark problems
and the method is compared to several ECs previously proposed in the
field.
• A new EC is derived from the non-dominated sorting of two criteria: estimated fitness and uncertainty.
• We study the parallelization of the ECs on two supercomputers through
batch-simulation of multiple candidate solutions.
3

• Finally, we tackle the TBTC problem in the Republic of Fiji.
The remainder of this paper is composed of six sections. In Section 2, related
works are presented. In Section 3, the first new batch MCDropout-based EC
is presented. Section 4 introduces the experimental protocol and the algorithm
configurations. In Section 5, we present results obtained by tackling artificial
benchmark problems. In Section 6, the new batch EC based on non-dominated
sorting according to uncertainty maximization and prediction minimization is
presented. Both new ECs are applied to the real-world problem of TBTC in the
Republic of Fiji. Finally we present the study’s conclusions in Section 7.
2. Related works
The articles cited hereafter present interesting methods related to the selection of candidate solutions to simulate and the parallelization strategy [17].
In [18], Sobester et al. propose a parallel strategy based on Radial Basis
Functions (RBFs) surrogates. The candidate solutions producing the best expected improvement according to the RBF-predicted fitness are selected and
simulated in parallel. Optimization of a spoked structure subjected to a load is
treated in order to reduce the Von Mises stress. Six design variables representing
the geometry of the structure are involved.
In [19], Akhtar & Shoemaker suggest five rules to perform the selection of
candidate solutions to be simulated in parallel. Each rule is based on RBF predictions and brings its own degree of exploitation and exploration of the design
space. Their method is applied to a ground-water remediation problem consisting in minimizing the contaminant concentration and the cost. The search is
carried out by an EA and is limited to 500 simulations.
A similar ground-water remediation problem of 12 design variables is tackled in [20]. The RBF-predicted fitness and the distance to already simulated
solutions are sequentially optimized to produce a set of candidate solutions that
are simulated in parallel.
Within an EA, in [21], multiple surrogate-assisted local searches are carried
on in parallel in order to propose multiple candidate solutions for simulation.
The starting points of the local searches are the simulated solutions from the
current EA population. RBF surrogates are built using the nearest neighbors
of the starting solutions. The aerodynamic wing design problem considered is
characterized by 11 design variables and 4 non-linear constraints. The execution
time of the simulator used to compute the drag (quantity to minimize) is 11
minutes.
In [22], two criteria are used to select candidate solutions for simulation.
First, the local expected improvement is maximized to produce candidate solutions with a promising predicted fitness. At the same time, the global expected
improvement is maximized to yield candidate solutions with a high surrogate
uncertainty. Even though parallelization of simulations is straightforward in
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this study, it is not applied to the optimization of packing profile treated by the
proposed method.
In [1], a combination of different surrogates is proposed to predict candidate
solutions randomly sampled from the design space. The best predicted candidate solution is simulated and compared to the best simulated solution found
so far. The approach is validated by solving a 12-dimensional ground water
remediation problem. The simulator takes up to 4 minutes to solve a system of
nonlinear partial differential equations reflecting both the water flows and the
chemical reactions.
Zhan et al. propose in [23] a batch version of the Efficient Global Optimization (EGO) method [24] to allow parallel simulations. The first candidate solution selected for simulation is determined by optimizing the expected
improvement based on Kriging predictions. Without simulation nor Kriging
update, the next candidate solutions are obtained by optimizing a new acquisition function called pseudo-expected improvement. The candidate solutions are
then simulated in parallel and the Kriging surrogate is updated. The approach
is tested on artificial benchmark problems with up to 6 design variables.
In [4], the surrogate is first built on historical data and then used to replace
the simulator completely in the optimization process. Only the best predicted
candidate solution found by the end of the surrogate-based search is simulated.
The authors treat a real-world problem optimizing helicopter rotor blade shapes
to reduce vibration in flight conditions. The rotor blades are represented by 17
design variables and the reported simulation time is 6 hours.
In the study presented in [25], the authors approximate both the fitness
function and the constraints of the optimization problem. The next candidate
solution to simulate is chosen by considering the predicted fitness, the predicted
constraints and the distance from already simulated solutions thus enhancing
exploitation, feasibility and exploration, respectively. An automotive problem
of minimizing the mass of a vehicle modeled by 124 design variables and subject
to 68 performance constraints is addressed.
The coupling of nature-inspired algorithms as GA and ANN has been extensively investigated in the field of surrogate-assisted evolutionary optimization.
An ANN-assisted GA is used in [3] to optimize a factory production planning by maximizing device utilization and minimizing tardiness. In a GA, the
new candidate solutions (offsprings) are generated by reproducing already evaluated solutions (parents). Here, the ANN prediction error committed on the
parents is incorporated into the ANN-predicted fitness of the offsprings. The
best predicted candidate solutions are then simulated in parallel.
In [2], an ANN-assisted GA is set up to optimize the aerodynamic properties
of an airfoil thanks to a 3D flow simulator. The optimization procedure only
relies on the computationally expensive simulator until a sufficient amount of
simulations is available to train the ANN. Then, the GA relies on the ANN
only and the best predicted candidate solutions are simulated at the end of the
generation.
A cooperation strategy between the multi-objective NSGA-II and an ANN
5

is proposed in [26]. The distribution of simulations and surrogate predictions
during the search is fixed a priori by the user. The strategy is applied to the
optimization of a cantilever plate where the authors aim to minimize the weight
and the maximum deflection of the plate.
In [27], we study the EC named Hypersphere Confident Region (HCR) that
is based on the distance to already simulated solutions. If a candidate solution is close enough to the surrogate training set, the surrogate prediction is
trusted. Otherwise, the candidate solution is simulated. HCR appears to outperform the EC presented in [26] on the multi-modal benchmark problem ZDT4.
The next section focuses on the Evolution Controls taxonomy and the first
new batch EC based on MCDropout is presented.
3. A new batch Adaptive Evolution Control based on MCDropout
3.1. Background on Fitness Replacement
When using surrogate-assisted population-based EAs, incorporating the surrogate model into the EA is not straightforward. In particular, one has to design
an integration strategy to determine whether to call the simulator or the surrogate at each step of the evolution.
L. Shi & K. Rasheed define two categories of integration in [28]: Direct
Fitness Replacement (DFR) and Indirect Fitness Replacement (IFR). In the
former, the surrogate replaces the original fitness function at the evaluation
step of the EA. Predicted candidate solutions can thus be embedded into the
EA population. In the latter, the surrogate intervenes at the initialization or
at the reproduction step. When considering IFR, the EA population embeds
exclusively simulated solutions.
A common issue with DFR and IFR is that the search may be misled or
convergence may be reached prematurely because of an inaccurate surrogate,
although this drawback may be of lower importance in IFR since the EA population is composed of simulated solutions only. Setting up an alternation between
the surrogate and the simulator should allow to improve the surrogate and thus
to circumvent these issues. This alternation is controlled by the Evolution Control (EC) [29] [28].
In DFR, three categories of ECs can be defined as illustrated in [29]: No
Evolution Controls (NECs), Fixed Evolution Controls (FECs) and Adaptive
Evolution Controls (AECs).
With the NEC approach, the EA only relies on the surrogate predictions
[30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] [36]. The surrogate is built using a historical database
of simulations and only the best predicted solution returned by the EA is simulated. The guarantees about surrogate accuracy should therefore be strong
when opting for a NEC approach.
When there is no strong guarantee about surrogate accuracy, the surrogate
should be updated during the search. The alternation between the original and
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the approximated fitness functions during the search allows the surrogate to be
updated and to adapt to the new regions of interest dynamically detected by
the EA. When using FECs [26] [37] [38], the alternation is fixed before the EA
execution while in AECs [39] [40] the alternation process is designed at running
time using information acquired during the search such as surrogate prediction
and prediction uncertainty. Accessing the uncertainty information is challenging in the field of surrogate-assisted optimization.
In IFR, the surrogate generally filters out non-promising candidate solutions
at the reproduction step of the population-based EA. At the reproduction step,
a reproduction operator is in charge of generating offspring solutions based on
parent solutions. A reproduction operator relying on a surrogate is called Informed Operator. AECs defined in the DFR paradigm can be used to perform
the filtering with Informed Operators.
In Section 6, all the DFR ECs and an Informed Operators are applied to
the TBTC problem. The next subsection focuses on the design of the first new
batch AEC based on MCDropout.
3.2. Batch Adaptive Evolution Controls
In this study, we propose new batch AECs to tackle the TBTC problem.
To conceive a batch AEC, one needs to choose the surrogate type (Artificial
Neural Network, Gaussian Processes...) [41], the number of surrogates (single
or ensemble) [1] [40], the surrogate confident region (local or global) [42], the
surrogate update policy, the batch size and the decision mode.
First, the TBTC problem relies on a black-box simulator and no historical
simulation database is available. Consequently an ANN is chosen as surrogate.
ANNs are selected for their approximation universality [43] and the possibility
for incremental updates. Gaussian Processes (GPs) as Kriging models or RBFs
are commonly used as they provide uncertainty information about their predictions but their training cost is cubic to the number of training points [44]. An
ANN with MCDropout retains the best of both ANNs and GPs. MCDropout
is further explained in Subsection 3.3.
Second, we choose to rely on a unique ANN. This decision is motivated by
the fact that an ANN is already an ensemble of neural sub-networks from the
MCDropout’s point of view.
Third, it does not seem relevant a priori to decompose the design space into
multiple reduced sub-spaces to divide the search, since the surrogate confidence
region is expected to cover the whole design space.
Fourth, it is sought to obtain a high-quality surrogate. The surrogate update
policy includes the calibration of hyper-parameters and incremental updates.
More details about the surrogate update policy are given in Subsection 4.3.
Fifth, the batch size nbatch ∈ N∗ is the number of candidate solutions that
are treated simultaneously by the AEC. When nbatch = 1, every candidate
solution is compared to a user-calibrated threshold to decide whether to simulate
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Figure 1: Batch Adaptive Evolution Control in surrogate-assisted Evolutionary Algorithm

it or not. Alternatively, when nbatch > 1 the nbatch candidate solutions are
compared with one another. A user-defined proportion psim ∈ [0, 1] of the
batch is simulated. Hence round(psim ∗ nbatch ) simulations can be performed
in parallel. Different values of nbatch and psim offer different surrogate update
frequencies. Figure 1 depicts the batch AEC in surrogate-assisted EA.
Finally, we need to specify the decision mode, which is the criteria used
to select the candidates to simulate from the batch. Five decision modes are
considered in this study. To define them, let
• N ∈ N∗ be the population size.
• f () be the function returning the fitness attached to a solution. This
fitness could either be a simulated fitness or a predicted fitness.
• {p1 , . . . , pN } be the population of parent solutions ordered such that
f (p1 ) 6 · · · 6 f (pN )
• {c1 , . . . , cN } be the population of candidate solutions such that
(c2i+1 , c2i+2 ) are fathered by (p2i+1 , p2i+2 ) ∀i ∈ {0, . . . , N2 − 1}.
• M ∈ N∗ be the number of batches per generation. nbatch must verify the
following equality:
N = M.nbatch
(3.1)
• round() be the round function returning the integral value that is nearest
to the input, with halfway cases rounded away from zero.
• nsim be the number of simulated candidates per batch
nsim = round(psim ∗ nbatch )

(3.2)

• Bi be the i-th batch of solutions for a given generation (i ∈ {1, . . . , M }).
• Si be the subset of Bi made of candidate solutions to be simulated.
• Pi be the subset of Bi made of candidate solutions to be predicted.
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Since all the batches are treated in the same way, let us focus on the first batch
B1 = {c1 , . . . , cnbatch } to simplify the notations.
The first decision mode, referred to as mod, simulates the first nsim candidates from the batch. Since the decision is made a priori the EC is a FEC. This
FEC is included into the study for comparison purposes. For mod -based FECs,
S1 = {c1 , . . . , cnsim }
P1 = {cnsim +1 , . . . , cnbatch }

(3.3)

The second decision mode, referred to as rand, simulates nsim candidates
randomly sampled from the batch. This naive AEC is included into the study
for comparison purposes. For rand -based AECs,
S1 = {cp(1) , . . . , cp(nsim ) }
P1 = {cp(nsim +1) , . . . , cp(nbatch ) }

(3.4)

where p() is a random permutation of {1, . . . , nbatch }

The third decision mode, referred to as hcr [27], simulates the nsim candidates that are the farthest from the surrogate training set T . For hcr -based
AECs,
S1 = {cq(1) , . . . , cq(nsim ) }
P1 = {cq(nsim +1) , . . . , cq(nbatch ) }

(3.5)

where q() is the permutation that classifies the candidates in descending order
according to the euclidean distance d() to T
d(cq(1) , T ) > · · · > d(cq(nbatch ) , T )

(3.6)

The fourth decision mode, referred to as bp [1], simulates the nsim candidates
yielding the best predicted fitness. For bp-based AECs,
S1 = {cr(1) , . . . , cr(nsim ) }
P1 = {cr(nsim +1) , . . . , cr(nbatch ) }

(3.7)

where r() is the permutation that classifies the candidates in ascending order
according to the predicted fitness fˆ() (minimization is assumed)
fˆ(cr(1) ) 6 · · · 6 fˆ(cr(nbatch ) )
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(3.8)

In this paper, we propose the decision mode that simulates the nsim candidates showing the highest prediction uncertainty obtained from MCDropout.
This decision mode is referred to as mcd in the following. For mcd -based AECs,
S1 = {cs(1) , . . . , cs(nsim ) }
P1 = {cs(nsim +1) , . . . , cs(nbatch ) }

(3.9)

where s() is the permutation that classifies the candidates in descending order
according to the prediction uncertainty V ()
V (cs(1) ) > · · · > V (cs(nbatch ) )

(3.10)

In the next subsection, we provide details about the computation of the
prediction uncertainty V () thanks to MCDropout.
3.3. MCDropout prediction uncertainty
Originally, Dropout is a regularization technique stemming from deep learning models and aiming at improving the generalization capacity of the model
[45]. Ensembles of such models have demonstrated to perform well on diverse
applications [46] [1]. Moreover, ensembles allow to retrieve a prediction uncertainty computed as the variance over the predictions produced by the members.
Nevertheless, the cost of maintaining several surrogates is critical when a limited time budget is available. MCDropout offers a compromise by considering
a single ANN as an ensemble of sub-networks obtained by randomly dropping
out neurons [45]. Although MCDropout has already been used in a Bayesian
Optimization approach [47], it has never been used in an Evolutionary Optimization approach and it has never been applied to a computationally expensive
real-world problem.
During training, the stochastic gradient descent algorithm updates the weights
connecting the neurons of the network in order to reduce the errors between the
predictions and the targeted values. With Dropout, at each training iteration a
random set of neurons is deactivated and the weights attached to these neurons
are not updated. Each neuron is deactivated with a probability pdrop . Let us
consider a neural network made of one hidden layer fˆ = W2 .h(W1 .x + b1 ) + b2
where W1 , W2 are the weight matrices, b1 , b2 the bias vectors, h() the activation function and x a training input vector. Sampling vectors i from a
Bernouilli distribution with probability pdrop and multiplying Wi by diag(i )
randomly drops out some weights during the update step. This procedure forces
each neuron to adapt to the training data individually and independently from
the other neurons. Indeed, when trained all together neurons may co-adapt, as
some of them compensate errors committed by others. Dropout prevents this
co-adaptation. At inference time, the Monte-Carlo approach consists in predicting a candidate solution with each possible sub-network and to average the
results. This method, referred to as MCDropout, has the benefit to provide a
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Figure 2: Prediction of a candidate solution x = (x1 , x2 ) by k = 3 sub-networks alP
lowing to compute the mean predicted cost fˆ = k1 ki=1 fˆ(i) and the variance around it
P
V = k1 ki=1 (fˆ(i) − fˆ)2 .

variance around the mean, therefore quantifying uncertainty around the prediction.
Bayesian Neural Networks (BNNs) are machine learning models which provide confidence intervals around the prediction. Training a BNN consists in
determining a probability distribution over the weights of the network and not
the value of the weights directly. After assigning prior distributions to the
weights p(W ), the Bayes theorem is used to compute the posterior distribution
p(W |X, Y ) where W is the weight matrix and (X, Y ) is the training data
set. The predictive distribution p(y ∗ |x∗ , X, Y ) for a new data point x∗ is then
obtained by inference. The practical difficulty of performing Bayesian inference
has been partially alleviated by Y. Gal who proves theoretically in [12] that
performing MCDropout amounts to achieve approximate Bayesian inference.
In the batch mcd -based AEC defined in the previous subsection, the prediction uncertainty V () is an approximated variance. V () is obtained by randomly
sampling a limited number k of sub-networks as depicted in Figure 2. The main
advantage of this mcd -based AEC is to dynamically prevent the search from
being misled by a poorly trained surrogate. However, mcd -based AEC may
over-favor exploration when the surrogate is accurate enough. To remove this
drawback, we propose in Section 6 another batch mcd -based AEC that combines both the prediction uncertainty and the predicted fitness.
In the next section, we present our experimental protocol and the algorithm
configurations.
4. Experimental protocol and algorithms configurations
4.1. Batch Evolution Controls
We consider 79 batch ECs in the experiments reported in Sections 5 and 6.
Each EC is represented by a dot in Figure 3. The red dots represent NECs where
the GA only relies on the surrogate model (surrogate only) or only relies on the
11

Figure 3: Batch-ECs obtained by combination of decision modes, proportions of simulations
psim and batch sizes nbatch . Red dots represent NEC baselines where only simulations (simulator only) or only predictions (surrogate only) are performed. Green dots as well as surrogate only and simulator only where nbatch = 128 represent ECs assuming optimal use of
computational resource.

simulator (simulator only). The remaining 75 batch ECs are batch FECs or
batch AECs obtained by combining the decision modes (rand, mod, hcr, bp, mcd )
with different proportions of simulations per batch (psim ∈ {0.25, 0.5, 0.75}) and
different batch sizes (nbatch ∈ {4, 20, 50, 100, 128}).
4.2. Parallelism
One experience consists in 79 searches (one per EC) considering a same initial
GA population. The searches of the same experience are run sequentially on a
same computational node made of multiple CPU cores. The batch simulations
are distributed between the cores.
As the GA is a stochastic algorithm, we need to perform multiple repetitions of the experience in order to compare the ECs statistically. We execute
100 repetitions in parallel on different nodes of the supercomputer to obtain all
the results presented in Sections 5 and 6.
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Table 1: Number of idling Intel Xeon E5-2630 cores per batch in a node of 20 cores for
nbatch ∈ {4, 20, 50, 100}.

PP nbatch
PP
psim
P
P
0.25
0.5
0.75

PP

4

20

50

100

19
18
17

15
10
5

7
15
2

15
10
5

Let ncores be the number of available CPU cores in each computational node
and round() be the round function returning the integral value that is nearest
to the input, with halfway cases rounded away from zero. In order to minimize
computing units idling, nbatch and psim have to be fixed so that
∃R ∈ N∗ such that ncores = R ∗ round(psim ∗ nbatch )

(4.1)

The first supercomputer exploited, proceeding from Grid5000 [48], is composed of 15 computational nodes of 20 Intel Xeon E5-2630 cores each. It is used
to run the ECs where nbatch ∈ {4, 20, 50, 100}, depicted by black dots in Figure
3. In this configuration, resource idling is never optimally minimized as shown
in Table 1. ECs minimizing the number of idling cores should a priori present
better results. One simulation of the simulator involved in the TBTC problem
lasts approximately 8 seconds on an Intel Xeon E5-2630 core while an ANN
prediction time is around 0.01 second.
The second supercomputer employed is made of 8 computational nodes of
32 AMD EPYC 7301 cores each [48]. It is utilized to run the ECs where
nbatch = 128, depicted by green dots in Figure 3. In this configuration resource
idling is always optimally minimized. One simulation of the simulator involved
in the TBTC problem lasts approximately 10 seconds on an AMD EPYC 7301
core while an ANN prediction time is around 0.02 second.
Only the simulations are parallelized since these are the tasks that are computationally expensive. The running times of GA operations and surrogate
training can be neglected.
4.3. Surrogate training
The surrogate update policy, named update effort includes hyper-parameter
calibration and incremental updates.
The calibration of the hyper-parameters is realized before the ANN initialization. 270 configurations are compared through a parallel grid-search considering
{1, 2, 3} hidden layers, {6, 12, 18} neurons per hidden layer, {relu,sigmoid} activation functions, {0.1, 0.3, 0.5, 0.7, 0.9} learning rates and {0.1, 0.5, 0.9} probability of Dropout pdrop . Training ends when the training Mean Squared Error
(MSE) does not improve by at least 10−4 during 56 iterations. We select the
configuration producing the best MSE computed over a validation set of 10000
points.
13

The incremental ANN updates occur at the end of each batch with a training
set made of the last N simulations, where N is the GA population size. The
training update is stopped by early stopping when the MSE computed on the
training set does not improve by at least 10−4 during 56 iterations.
Even if efforts are focused on properly training the surrogate, high prediction
accuracy is not totally guaranteed. Indeed, it could be tedious for the surrogate
to follow the promising regions of the design space dynamically determined by
the GA. Moreover, the hyper-parameter parallel grid-search does not offer guarantees of accuracy. For these reasons, and in view of testing the ECs in different
conditions, we include an opposite surrogate update policy called no update.
The second surrogate update policy, referred to as no update, does not imply any specific effort to reach high quality ANN predictions. The ANN hyperparameters are fixed arbitrarily to the following: 2 hidden layers formed of 20
sigmoid neurons each, 0.3 for the stochastic gradient descent learning rate, 0.1
for Nesterov momentum and 0.5 for Dropout probability pdrop . Training duration is controlled by early stopping which terminates the training process when
the MSE computed on the training set does not improve by at least 0.1 during
8 iterations. More importantly, the surrogate is never updated during the search.
For both update policies, the initial training set is obtained from random
sampling of N solutions that are simulated in parallel. This sample corresponds
to the initial GA population.
Dropout is enabled for training on hidden layers for all ECs requiring an ANN
and MCDropout is enabled for prediction for batch mcd-based AECs only. A
slight modification in the Keras implementation of ANN [49] is performed to
allow for MCDropout at prediction.
As batch mcd-based AECs aim at preventing the search to be misled by inaccurate surrogate predictions, they are expected to produce interesting results
under the no update policy. Conversely, when the surrogate succeeds to follow
the region of interest, batch bp-based AECs should perform best. Under the
no update policy, high values of psim should be favored to prevent the search
from being misled. Otherwise, lower values should be preferred to make more
efficient use of the surrogate.
4.4. Genetic Algorithm
The artificial benchmark problems are only tackled by ECs where nbatch ∈
{4, 20, 50, 100} on the supercomputer equipped with 20 cores per computational
node. The GA population size is set to N = 100 and the initial GA population
is the initial ANN training set. The GA crossover operator is a simulated binary
crossover with probability 0.9 and distribution index 10. The mutation operator
is polynomial with probability 0.1 and distribution index 50. More details about
GA operators can be found in [50].
The GA configuration used to treat the TBTC is detailed in Subsection 6.2.
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For the benchmark problems as well as for the TBTC problem, the selection
operator is a tournament selection of size 2 and the replacement operator is an
elitist replacement. The GA is implemented in Pagmo [51].
The next section presents the experimental results obtained using the artificial benchmark functions.
5. Experimental results on benchmark functions
5.1. Benchmark functions
Five artificial benchmark problems are considered to investigate the robustness of the ECs considering different search landscapes. The benchmark
problems include six design variables as six interventions are considered in the
TBTC problem. Hereafter, we present the fitness functions defining five boxconstrained continuous single-objective problems.
• Ackley


1
F (x1 , . . . , x6 ) = 20 + e − 20 exp − √ ||x||2
5 6


− exp

!
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(5.1)
• Griewank
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for xi ∈ [−600, 600]
• Rastrigin
F (x1 , . . . , x6 ) = 60 +

6
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(5.3)

for xi ∈ [−5.12, 5.12]
• Rosenbrock
F (x1 , . . . , x6 ) =

5
X
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(5.4)

for xi ∈ [−5, 10]
• Schwefel
F (x1 , . . . , x6 ) = 418.9828872724338 ∗ 6 −

6
X
i=1

for xi ∈ [−500, 500]
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p
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Table 2: Best mean fitness scores for the MCDropout parameter k. For each pair
(psim , nbatch ) ∈ {0.25, 0.5, 0.75} × {4, 20, 50, 100} the k value producing the best mean fitness
(computed over 100 searches) is granted a point. Best scores appear in bold.

PP
problem
PP
PP
k
P
P
4
20

Ackley

Griewank

6
6

8
4

Rastrigin Rosenbrock Schwefel
8
4

8
4

8
4

The 2D variants of the previous fitness functions can be visualized in [52]. The
resulting search landscapes are either multi-modal, noisy or valley-shaped, making thus the optimization tedious. To reproduce a computationally expensive
fitness function, the budget limiting the search is fixed to 200 fitness evaluations.
5.2. MCDropout parameter calibration
The MCDropout parameter k, illustrated in Figure 2, is calibrated considering two values: 4 and 20. The ECs are compared based on the benchmark
problems exhibited in the previous subsection. The considered ECs are characterized by psim ∈ {0.25, 0.5, 0.75}, nbatch ∈ {4, 20, 50, 100} and the no update
policy. The search is limited to 200 fitness evaluations.
According to the best mean fitness scores presented in Table 2, it is enough to
sample 4 sub-networks from the entire ANN to retrieve an informative prediction
uncertainty. This value is used from now on in all batch mcd -based AECs.
5.3. Decision modes performances on different landscapes
The decision modes presented in Subsection 3.2 are compared on the benchmark problems with a budget limited to 200 fitness evaluations and the no update
policy. The different values of the batch sizes and the proportions of simulations per batch yield different distributions of the original fitness evaluations
during the search. Applying the no update surrogate update policy allows one
to evaluate the capability of the ECs to prevent the misleading of the search.
In order to identify the ECs in the following tables, the following naming
convention is applied:
decision-mode psim nbatch
and the NECs are named simulator only and surrogate only.
In Table 3 and Table 4 are reported respectively the best mean fitness scores
and the best overall ECs for each benchmark problem. According to the results,
mcd -based AECs seem to be the best for 3 benchmark problems over 5. The
ability of the mcd decision mode to prevent the search from being misled by an
inaccurate surrogate is consequently validated. The performance of hcr -based
AECs already investigated in [27] is confirmed. Nevertheless, further works
should be conducted to explain the particularly great performance of the hcr
decision mode on the Schwefel benchmark problem.
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Rastrigin

Rosenbrock

Schwefel

hhhh
problem
hhh
hhh
decision mode
h
rand
mod
hcr
bp
mcd

Griewank

hhhh

Ackley

Table 3: Best mean fitness scores. For each pair (psim , nbatch ) ∈ {0.25, 0.5, 0.75} ×
{4, 20, 50, 100} the decision mode producing the best mean fitness better than NECs strategies
(computed over 100 searches) is granted a point. Best scores appear in bold.

2
3
2
0
5

2
1
7
0
2

2
2
4
0
4

2
2
4
0
4

1
0
11
0
0

Table 4: Best ECs for each benchmark problem according to the mean fitness (computed over
100 searches).

Ackley
mcd 0.25 20

Griewank
mcd 0.25 50

Rastrigin
rand 0.25 4

Rosenbrock
mcd 0.25 20

Schwefel
hcr 0.25 20

It can be seen from Table 4 that a low value of psim is preferred. Actually,
the budget is expressed in number of fitness evaluations so a low value of psim
concedes a higher number of predictions hence allowing the search to progress
further. The surrogate imprecision, in this case, enhances exploration.
In the next section, we describe the TBTC problem and report the associated
experimental results.
6. Application to Tuberculosis Transmission Control
6.1. Problem description
Global health policy makers now rely extensively on mathematical predictions to design disease control guidelines and to plan budgets. In particular,
mathematical models are frequently used to estimate the effects and the costs
associated with disease control interventions [53, 54]. These models can also
be used to optimize resource allocation between several candidate interventions
and under financial constraints [55]. In such optimization problems, the budget
allocation proportions of the total funding between the different programs are
the optimization variables while a disease burden indicator is chosen as the objective to minimize.
Most infectious disease modeling studies employ a compartmental transmission model governed by ordinary differential equations (ODEs) [56]. Under this
approach, the simulated population is stratified into several categories (termed
compartments) according to their infection state, and often additional characteristics such as age-groups or factors associated with differential risks of disease.
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Figure 4: Simplified representation of the compartmental model used to simulate TB transmission. The compartments represent the different stages of infection. Susceptible individuals
(S) may develop latent TB infection (LA , LB ) through transmission. We included two sequential latent compartments (LA , LB ) in our model to simulate the increased risk of progression
to active disease in the months immediately following initial infection. That is, progression
towards active TB disease (I) occurs at a higher rate early after infection (from LA ) than later
after exposure (from LB ). Detected individuals receive treatment (T1 ) and are assumed to
become non-infectious soon after treatment initiation (T2 ). Treatment may result in recovery
(back to S) or failure (back to I). The model is further stratified by age (all compartments),
diabetes status (all compartments), vaccination status (S), type of TB (I, T1 , T2 ) and treatment history (all compartments).

Despite the relative simplicity and the deterministic nature of the ODE-based
approach, disease models often require a high level of complexity to be able to
produce realistic representations of the population and to simulate the disease
dynamics accurately.
Such complexity of the disease models leads to extended computation times
for the numerical solving of the ODE systems, making the optimization introduced above challenging, as it necessitates evaluating the disease simulator
repeatedly. There is therefore a critical need for a reliable optimization solution
that would significantly reduce computation time and thus increase the capacity
of mathematical modeling to assist health policies efficiently.
In this paper, we consider the optimization of the strategic planning of tuberculosis control in the Republic of Fiji. The model structure presented in Figure
4 is used to simulate the local TB transmission dynamics. We implement the
optimization of resource allocation between six control interventions considered
by the Fiji TB program. Two interventions consist in increasing the provision
of preventive treatment to contacts of TB patients (0-5 years old contacts in
one case and >5 years old contacts in the other case). Another program under
consideration is to offer enhanced medical support for patients under treatment
in order to improve therapy outcomes. The national TB program also considered changing their detection approach through two additional interventions:
sending van- and ferry-based screening units equipped with a more sensitive
diagnostic tool (GeneXpert) to detect previously unrecognized cases [57]; and
implementing decentralized care to improve access to diagnostic and treatment
for the most remote communities. Finally, a program aiming to raise awareness about TB within the Fijian population was considered in order to improve
health care seeking behavior. The aim of the optimization exercise is to identify
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the amount of funding to be allocated to each of the six interventions described
above that would yield the lowest level of TB prevalence in 2035, under the
constraint that the combined spending should not be more than USD 1 million
per year. The optimization problem can be formalized as follows:
min F (x)

x∈N6
6
X

xi = 1000000

(6.1)
(6.2)

i=1

where F (x) is the predicted TB prevalence in 2035 associated with a given
budget allocation x. In this application of AuTuMN to the TBTC, we use the
model previously presented in Ragonnet et al. [58].
To the best of our knowledge, no existing works from surrogate-assisted
optimization has been applied to epidemiological problems.
6.2. GA initialization and reproduction
To approach the TBTC optimization problem, the initialization of the GA
population as well as the GA reproduction operators have to be defined to take
the constraint into account.
An initial solution x is created by adding a random amount of money to
the successive interventions xi until the financial budget is consumed. In this
application, the population size is fixed to N = 100 for ECs where nbatch ∈
{4, 20, 50, 100} and N = 128 where nbatch = 128. The initial population is also
the ANN initial training set.
The crossover operator is illustrated by an example in Figure 5. Let x and
y be the parent solutions and I, J a random partition of {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6} that
represents the set of interventions. Let also z be the first offspring solution
created based on x and y. For the interventions in I, z receives the corresponding amountPfrom x (zi = xi for i ∈ I). The remaining budget at this step is
r = bf in − i∈I xi . For the interventions in J, the remaining budget is shared
out according to the proportion
k corresponding interventions in y. In
j of the
r∗y
other terms, for j ∈ J, zj = P jyj . Finally, in case the remaining budget
j∈J
is not null, it is randomly added to an intervention from J. A second offspring
solution is generated from the parent solutions x and y with a similar procedure
where the roles of the parents are reversed. Crossover probability is set to 0.9.
The mutation operator applied with probability 0.1 randomly selects two
different interventions from a same solution and transfers some budget from the
one to the other.

6.3. Performance evaluation considering the no update policy: decision modes
and parallelism
For this experiment, the TBTC optimization problem is tackled with an
execution time budget set to 1 minute for one search using 20 cores. The
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Figure 5: Example of crossover for the TBTC problem. Parents x and y father the offspring
z respecting the amount of available financial budget bf in .
Table 5: Case of resource idling and no update policy. Left: best mean prevalence scores.
For each pair (psim , nbatch ) ∈ {0.25, 0.5, 0.75} × {4, 20, 50, 100} the decision mode producing
the best mean prevalence better than NEC strategies (computed over 100 searches) is granted
a point. Right: Best ECs according to the mean prevalence.

Decision
mode
rand
mod
hcr
bp
mcd

Best mean
prevalence score
2
2
1
1
3

EC
mcd 0.75 50
mcd 0.75 100
mod 0.75 50
rand 0.75 100
hcr 0.75 100

Mean prevalence
24.8889
24.8983
24.9013
24.9033
24.9100

different values of simulation proportions and batch sizes allow one to produce
different levels of computational resource idling as shown in Table 1.
The mcd decision mode performs the best according to the results presented
in Table 5. Besides, several FECs and AECs over-perform the simulator only
NEC even if this latter optimally uses the computational resources. This result
proves the benefits of relying on surrogates.
It is shown through the right part of Table 5 that (psim , nbatch ) ∈ {(0.75, 50),
(0.75, 100)} allow the production of the best mean prevalence values. Indeed,
these pairs of values allow one to minimize the number of idling cores per batch
as shown in Table 1. The pair of values (0.75, 20) is less efficient since the total number of treated batches is greater, implying consequently a higher total
number of idling cores during the search.
The TBTC is now tackled on the 32-cores-per-node supercomputer with population size and batch size fixed to 128 to ensure the optimal usage of the CPU
cores. The results shown in Table 6 demonstrate the superiority of the mcd based AEC according to the mean prevalence. Besides, the graphic displayed
in Figure 6 also expresses the superiority of the mcd decision mode regarding
median and variance of the prevalence values.
In Table 6, the results obtained for ECs where nbatch = 128 are better than
those obtained in Table 5 for ECs where nbatch ∈ {4, 20, 50, 100} for two reasons.
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Table 6: Case of minimal resource idling and no update policy. Left: best mean prevalence
scores. For each pair (psim , nbatch ) ∈ {0.25, 0.5, 0.75} × {128} the decision mode producing
the best mean prevalence better than NEC strategies (computed over 100 searches) is granted
a point. Right: Best ECs according to the mean prevalence.

Decision
mode
rand
mod
hcr
bp
mcd

Best mean
prevalence score
0
0
0
0
3

EC
mcd 0.25 128
mcd 0.50 128
mod 0.75 128
hcr 0.75 128
rand 0.50 128

Mean prevalence
24.7523
24.7848
24.8137
24.8201
24.8508

Figure 6: Distribution of the 100 best prevalence values found by the GA for each of the 100
searches for the no update policy and minimal resource idling. Mean values are depicted by
red squares, median values by red dashes and variance information is given by the length of
the boxes.
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First, the optimal usage of the CPU cores allows to ameliorate the budget
consumption. Second, the population size increased to 128 (when nbatch = 128)
enhances the GA exploration capability compared to a population size fixed to
100 (when nbatch ∈ {4, 20, 50, 100}).
6.4. Performance evaluation of the decision modes considering the update effort
policy
Under the update effort policy, the calibration of the ANN hyper-parameters
is realized by a parallel grid-search involving 270 ANN hyper-parameters settings. The relative small size of the training set allows each setting to be trained
on one core. The results reported in Table 7 define the ANN hyper-parameters
values used from now on.
Table 7: Best ANN configuration for the TBTC according to a parallel grid-search hyperparameters calibration involving 270 settings.

number of layers
number of neurons
activation function
learning rate
pdrop

1
18
relu
0.5
0.1

In order to highlight the differences in terms of prediction accuracy between
the two surrogate update policies, the surrogate error is monitored during the
search on the TBTC. The graphic displayed in Figure 7 represents the surrogate
error, computed as the absolute value of the difference between the simulated fitness and the predicted fitness, for each simulation performed during the search.
During the first generation, the error committed by the surrogate trained under
the no update policy is higher than that under the update effort policy. This
result proves the beneficial impact of the hyper-parameters calibration task.
Using the no update policy, the surrogate error increases during the next generation, as the surrogate is not updated and the region of interest detected by the
GA evolves. This phenomenon does not appear when the update effort policy
is used and demonstrates the contribution of performing incremental updates
at the end of each generation.
The TBTC is now tackled by the 79 ECs on the 32-cores-per-node supercomputer with population size and batch size fixed to 128 to ensure the optimal
usage of the CPU cores. The results shown in Table 8 demonstrate the superiority of the batch bp-based AECs according to the mean prevalence. Indeed, since
the surrogate adapts dynamically to the regions of interest revealed during the
search, the predicted fitness can be trusted. The mcd decision mode performs
slightly worse than the bp decision mode and better than the remaining decision
modes. Besides, the graphic displayed in Figure 8 confirms the superiority of bp
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Figure 7: Surrogate error committed during the search for the two update policies. The blue
dashed lines refer to the no update policy while the black plain lines refer to the update effort
policy. Vertical red lines delimit the generations and horizontal blue and black lines represent
the mean error computed for each policy and each generation.

and the rather good performance of the mcd and hcr decision modes regarding
median and variance of the prevalence values.
Lower values of psim induce a higher number of surrogate updates during
the search. Conversely, higher values of psim imply a lower number of surrogate
updates but with a training set enriched with a higher number of new solutions.
According to Table 8 a high update frequency is preferred. The update duration
is moderate (approximately 1 second) in comparison to the initial ANN training (approximately 15 seconds). The difference in training time is due to the
incremental way of update and the repetition of several training samples from
one update to another.
6.5. Comparison with IFR-AECs and threshold-based MCDropout-AECs
A crossover Informed Operator is proposed in order to compare DFR and
IFR. From two parent solutions, four offspring solutions are generated using
the same stochastic crossover operator. The offspring solutions are predicted
and the best two solutions according to bp, hcr or mcd decision modes are
retained for simulation. For IFR AECs, the batch of solutions exclusively contains solutions to be simulated and the GA population is exclusively composed
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Table 8: Case of minimal resource idling and update effort policy. Left: best mean prevalence
scores. For each pair (psim , nbatch ) ∈ {0.25, 0.5, 0.75} × {128} the decision mode producing
the best mean prevalence better than NEC strategies (computed over 100 searches) is granted
a point. Right: Best ECs according to the mean prevalence.

Decision
mode
rand
mod
hcr
bp
mcd

Best mean
prevalence score
0
0
0
2
1

EC
bp 0.25 128
mcd 0.25 128
hcr 0.25 128
bp 0.50 128
rand 0.50 128

Mean prevalence
24.6149
24.6721
24.6838
24.6917
24.7360

Figure 8: Distribution of the 100 best prevalence values found by the GA for each of the 100
searches considering the update effort policy and minimal resource idling. Mean values are
depicted by red squares, median values by red dashes and variance information is given by
the length of the boxes.

of simulated solutions. IFR AECs with 32 and 64 solutions per batch are contemplated and produce the same surrogate update frequency than DFR AECs
with psim = 0.25 and psim = 0.5 respectively.
The threshold variant of the mcd decision mode, named THR-mcd, is also
investigated. THR-mcd consists in comparing the prediction uncertainty to a
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threshold value t that is updated at each surrogate update. The threshold value
is defined as t = Vmin + (1 − psim )(Vmax − Vmin ) where Vmin and Vmax are
respectively the minimum and the maximum prediction uncertainty obtained
on a set of N solutions sampled randomly. If the prediction uncertainty of the
current candidate solution is higher than the threshold, the candidate is simulated, otherwise the candidate is predicted.
Figure 9 proves the superiority of DFR AECs over the IFR AECs and the
THR-mcd AECs regarding mean, median and variance of the prevalence values. Nevertheless, a broader study should be dedicated to investigate these
two approaches, as there are numerous ways to design IFR and threshold-based
AECs.

Figure 9: Distribution of the 100 best prevalence values from the 100 repetitions considering
DFR, IFR and threshold-variant ECs, the update effort policy and minimal resource idling.
Mean values are depicted by red squares, median values by red dashes and variance information
is given by the length of the boxes.

6.6. Comparison with combined ECs
The observations drawn from Subsection 6.3 and 6.4 suggest to design a
new combined AEC where the bp and mcd decision modes cooperate. It is
proposed to rely on the Pareto dominance comparison according to the simultaneous minimization of the predicted cost fˆ() and maximization of the prediction
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Table 9: Case of minimal resource idling and no update policy. Left: best mean prevalence
scores. For each pair (psim , nbatch ) ∈ {0.25, 0.5, 0.75} × {128} the decision mode producing
the best mean prevalence better than NEC strategies (computed over 100 searches) is granted
a point. Right: Best ECs according to the mean prevalence.

Decision
mode
bp
mcd
biobj-max
biobj-min

Best mean
prevalence score
0
3
0
0

EC
mcd 25 128
biobj − min 25 128
biobj − max 25 128
mcd 50 128
mcd 75 128
biobj − max 50 128
biobj − min 75 128
biobj − max 75 128
bp 75 128
biobj − min 50 128
bp 50 128
bp 25 128

Mean prevalence
24.7523
24.7722
24.7841
24.7848
24.8137
24.8179
24.8181
24.8256
24.8537
24.8575
24.9005
25.0000

uncertainty V (). Let c1 and c2 be two candidate solutions. It is defined that
c1 dominates c2 if and only if c1 is at least better than c2 regarding one metric
and as good as c2 regarding the potential remaining metric.
The solutions dominating each candidate c from the batch are counted. The
nsim candidates demonstrating the lowest number of dominating solutions are
selected for simulation. The possible selection between candidates presenting
the same number of dominating solutions is made randomly. This combined
decision mode, named biobj-max, allows one to simulate candidate solutions
presenting both a promising predicted fitness and a high prediction uncertainty.
The biobj-max decision mode is compared to the criterion proposed in [59]
where the Pareto dominance is made according to minimization of the predicted
fitness and minimization of the prediction uncertainty. This latter decision
mode, named biobj-min, offers less exploitation than biobj-max since solutions
with a high predicted fitness and a low prediction uncertainty can be considered
for simulation.
Considering the no update policy, the results presented in Table 9 confirm the
superiority of the mcd decision mode compared with bp, biobj-max and biobjmin. The combined decision modes offer a tradeoff between the mcd and bp
decision modes. biobj-min outperforms biobj-max as it offers less exploitation.
Considering the update effort policy, the results exhibited in Table 10 show
the superiority of bp decision mode over mcd, biobj-max and biobj-min. Nevertheless, the biobj-max and biobj-min decision modes perform consistently over
different surrogate update frequencies. Indeed for psim = 0.25, bp provides the
best result, followed by biobj-max, biobj-min and finally mcd. By contrast, for
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Table 10: Case of minimal resource idling and update effort policy. Left: best mean prevalence scores. For each pair (psim , nbatch ) ∈ {0.25, 0.5, 0.75} × {128} the decision mode producing the best mean prevalence better than NEC strategies (computed over 100 searches) is
granted a point. Right: Best ECs according to the mean prevalence.

Decision
mode
bp
mcd
biobj-max
biobj-min

Best mean
prevalence score
2
1
0
0

EC
bp 25 128
biobj − max 25 128
biobj − min 25 128
mcd 25 128
bp 50 128
biobj − min 50 128
biobj − max 50 128
mcd 75 128
biobj − min 75 128
mcd 50 128
biobj − max 75 128
bp 75 128

Mean prevalence
24.6149
24.6574
24.6600
24.6721
24.6917
24.7035
24.7173
24.7396
24.7530
24.7607
24.7657
24.7762

psim = 0.75, mcd produces the best result followed by biobj-min, biobj-max and
finally bp. Increasing psim decreases the number of surrogate updates which
consequently deteriorates the surrogate accuracy. The biobj-max decision mode
outperforms the biobj-min decision mode for a sufficiently high surrogate update
frequency. The combined decision modes appear to be a reliable compromise
when no indication is available about the surrogate accuracy. Our further studies will be dedicated to investigate the combined decision modes more deeply.
7. Conclusions and future works
In this paper, we successfully apply parallel surrogate-assisted evolutionary optimization to design control policies for the fight against tuberculosis.
Emergence of tuberculosis transmission dynamic models coupled with economic
models and parallel surrogate-assisted optimization assist decision makers in
their effort to reach the End TB targets fixed by the World Health Organization.
A fundamental question arising when resorting to surrogate models in optimization subject to a limited running time budget is how to decide whether
to simulate or to predict a candidate solution. To provide part of the answer,
we propose two new batch Adaptive Evolution Controls based on MCDropout.
MCDropout is a deep learning technique that provides uncertainty information about Artificial Neural Networks predictions. With the first new batch
Adaptive Evolution Control, the candidate solutions with the highest prediction uncertainty are simulated. As reported by the experiment outcomes, a
small number of predictions k = 4 is sufficient to provide an informative prediction uncertainty. The second batch Adaptive Evolution Control proposed
considers non-dominated sorting based on prediction uncertainty maximization
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and predicted fitness minimization.
The new batch Adaptive Evolution Controls are tested on benchmark problems and on the design of an intervention plan to reduce tuberculosis prevalence in the Republic of Fiji by 2035. The results indicate the superiority of
the first new batch Adaptive Evolution Control when few effort is engaged in
the surrogate training. When some efforts are engaged in the surrogate training, the Adaptive Evolution Control favoring the best predicted solutions shows
to perform well. The second new batch Adaptive Evolution Control combines
both the predicted fitness and the prediction uncertainty. This latter performs
consistently over the problems considered and outperforms a similar combined
Evolution Control for high surrogate update frequencies.
Finally, cluster-based parallel computing has been considered at three levels: ANN hyper-parameters calibration, parallel batch simulation of multiple
candidate solutions and repetition of experiments. In the future, we also plan
to complexify the model considering other parameters that influence TB transmission. As a consequence, the computational burden will be increased at least
at two levels: the simulation will be more time-demanding and the size of the
deep neural network will be larger. This will make the use of extreme-scale
GPU-powered computers necessary. Different challenges will therefore be raised
including scalability and heterogeneity (multi-core+GPU-accelerated computing).
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